1) Health, Safety & Environment
   No reportable incidents.

2) McMurdo Operations
   - Personnel on Site:
     Frank Rack, Dar Gibson, Graham Roberts, Chad Carpenter, Daren Blythe, Justin Burnett, Jeff Lemery, Dennis Duling, Adam Melby, Robin Bolsey
   - Summary:
     Plumbing: No significant plumbing.
     Electrical: Generator wiring finished. Both big generators were started briefly as part of initial checkout. Work continues on network/control/sensing system.
     General: Work done on hose ducting system on RCU roof; Reelcraft reel made operational and return water pump cable wound on. Slight modifications to RCU made to accommodate return water cable going over the roof to reach the crescents. UV lightbox mounted more securely and plans developed for how it will accommodate return water hose. Glycol system partially filled with glycol.

3) Upcoming Events/Tasking:
   - Mount rear crescent support legs to crescent support rails (still waiting to get these back from ASC welders); finish charging glycol system with glycol; try powering system from big gens; begin preparations for drilling first test hole.

4) General Issues:
   - None to report.

5) Weather Conditions
   - Temperatures ranged between 30 and 40ºF during the day. Cloudy and warm with light winds.
6) Vehicles/Generators
   - Vehicles in use: Caterpillar 297 skid steer, Mattrack pickup.
   - Generators in use: Two WISSARD 50 kW generators; portable 3.5 kW and portable 1 kW from ASC. Large generators are not operational yet.

7) ASC Interfacing
   - Two ASC electricians still on loan to help with electrical work.
   - Two generator techs on site to prep gens for use.

8) Cargo
   No cargo delivered to site today.

Compiled by Daren Blythe for the WISSARD drill team